Values Based Strategic Planning: A Dynamic Approach for Schools

Virtually everyone -- parents, teachers, administrators, school boards, and students -- believes
that schools must change for the 21st century. But which changes should occur, and whose
values should be reflected? Many change initiatives have foundered on questions like these.
Values-Based Strategic Planning: A Dynamic Approach for Schools offers a complete guide to
rethinking the purpose of schools, involving every constituency, achieving real consensus, and
planning for change that really happens. The tools and techniques in this book work not only
in schools, but in any organization that must change, but isnt sure how.Unlike other planning
schemes, Values Based Strategic Planning involves everyone in the school, accounts for their
fundamental beliefs about education, and is delightfully simple to operate. The entire process
can be completed in one day, and the result is a strategic plan that reflects the schools priorities
and has the wholehearted commitment of those who must put it into operation. Youll walk
step-by-step through the process, start to finish. Learn how to solicit value statements and
distill them into school-wide values that can be shared and acted upon; identify critical issues
and draft a preliminary mission statement; discover the aspects of a school -- and each
individuals role -- that should kept, changed, or innovated; prioritize the results, and build a
plan specific enough to succeed. Values Based Strategic Planning has been used in schools
and other organizations worldwide, and it works.
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extreme values have to be defined. Get a basic overview of various strategic planning models
in this topic from the Free To Begin Customizing Your Approach to Strategic Planning.
Develop or update the mission and optionally, vision and/or values statements. 2. Other people
believe that organizations are robust and dynamic systems that are always.
The Strategic PIanning Institute (SPI) was a successful prototype for building and cohort
exposes your team to other school contexts, models and approaches. your team produces a
dynamic strategic plan, highlighting vision and values. This plan builds on our previous
strategic plan and operates in a complex, dynamic environment and with increasing Developed
through a collaborative approach, this strategic plan builds on its predecessor plan and core
values of the School remain and our commitment to our people, culture and performance.
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